Material Safety Data Sheet

SECTION I - Material Identity

Item Name
Part Number/Trade Name LINSEED OIL BOILED KLEAN STRIP, GL045
National Stock Number 8010001523245
CAGE Code 25451
Part Number Indicator A
MSDS Number 93718
HAZ Code B

SECTION II - Manufacturer's Information

Manufacturer Name KLEAN-STRIP DIV. OF W.M. BARR AND CO
P.O. Box 1879
Street 2105 CHANNEL AVE
City MEMPHIS
State TN
Country US
Zip Code 38101
Emergency Phone 901-775-0100
Information Phone 901-775-0100
SECTION III - Physical/Chemical Characteristics

- Specification Type/Grade/Class: N/K
- Hazard Storage Compatibility Code: N1-N1
- NRC License Number: N/K
- Net Propellant Weight (Ammo): N/K
- Appearance/Odor: N/K
- Boiling Point: 343°F, 173°C
- Melting Point: N/K
- Vapor Pressure: N/K
- Vapor Density: > THAN AIR
- Specific Gravity: N/K
- Decomposition Temperature: N/K
- Evaporation Rate: SLOWER THAN ETHER
- Solubility in Water: N/K
- Percent Volatiles by Volume: .2
- Chemical pH: N/K
- Corrosion Rate: N/K
- Container Pressure Code: 4
- Temperature Code: 8
- Product State Code: U

SECTION IV - Fire and Explosion Hazard Data

- Flash Point: 250
Flash Point Method

Lower Explosion Limit

Upper Explosion Limit

Extinguishing Media

Special Fire Fighting Procedures

Unusual Fire/Explosion Hazards

SECTION V - Reactivity Data

Stability

Stability Conditions to Avoid

Materials to Avoid

Hazardous Decomposition Products

Hazardous Polymerization

Polymerization Conditions to Avoid

LD50 - LD50 Mixture

SECTION VI - Health Hazard Data

Route of Entry: Skin

Route of Entry: Ingestion

Route of Entry: Inhalation

Health Hazards - Acute and Chronic

Carcinogenity: NTP

Carcinogenity: IARC

Carcinogenity: OSHA

Explanation of Carcinogenity

Symptoms of Overexposure

Medical Cond. Aggravated by Exposure

Emergency/First Aid Procedures

http://www.setonresourcecenter.com/msds/docs/wcd00026/wcd0269e.htm
POISON CONTROL CENTER OR DR. IMMEDIATELY FOR INSTRUCTIONS. SKIN CONTACT: WASH WITH SOAP & WATER. EYE CONTACT: FLUSH WITH LARGE AMOUNTS OF WATER FOR AT LEAST 15 MINUTES. IF IRRITATION PERSISTS, GET MEDICAL ATTENTION

SECTION VII - Precautions for Safe Handling and Use

Steps if Material Released/Spilled
FLUSH LARGE SPILLS OF MATERIAL INTO SUITABLE RETAINING AREA OR CONTAINERS WITH LARGE QUANTITIES OF WATER. SMALL SPILLS CAN BE ABSORBED BY APPROPRIATE INERT ABSORBENT

Neutralizing Agent
N/K

Waste Disposal Method
DISPOSE IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPLICABLE LOCAL, STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS

Handling and Storage Precautions
NOT STORE NEAR FLAMES OR AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES.

Other Precautions
READ CAREFULLY ALL CAUTIONS AND DIRECTIONS ON PRODUCT LABEL BEFORE USE. SINCE EMPTY CONTAINER RETAINS RESIDUE, FOLLOW ALL LABEL WARNINGS EVEN AFTER CONTAINER IS EMPTY. DISPOSE OF EMPTY CONTAINER ACCORDING TO LOCAL REGULATIONS

SECTION VIII - Control Measures

Respiratory Protection
USUALLY NONE REQUIRED

Ventilation
USUALLY NONE REQUIRED

Protective Gloves
USUALLY NONE REQUIRED

Eye Protection
SAFETY GLASSES/ CHEM GOGGLES/ SIDE SHIELDS

Other Protective Equipment
USUALLY NONE REQUIRED

Work Hygenic Practices
BEFORE REUSE, THOROUGHLY CLEAN ANY CLOTHING OR PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT WHICH HAS BEEN CONTAMINATED BY PRIOR USE

Supplemental Health/Safety Data
MSDS WAS COPIED FROM ONE FOR THE SAME MATERIAL IN A 1 PINT SIZE BY DOD-HMIS (DGSC-SSH) 05MAR92

Disposal Code
O

SECTION IX - Label Data

Protect Eye
NO

Protect Skin
NO

Protect Respiratory
NO
Chronic Indicator: UNKNOWN
Contact Code: UNKNOWN
Fire Code: UNKNOWN
Health Code: UNKNOWN
React Code: UNKNOWN

SECTION X - Transportation Data

Container Quantity: 1
Unit of Measure: GL

SECTION XI - Site Specific/Reporting Information

Volatile Organic Compounds (P/G): 0
Volatile Organic Compounds (G/L): 0

SECTION XII - Ingredients/Identity Information

Ingredient #: 01
Ingredient Name: BOILED LINSEED OIL (VP < .01 MM @ 20C)
CAS Number: 8001261
NIOSH Number: OI9690000
Proprietary: NO
Percent: <100
OSHA PEL: NOT ESTABLISHED
ACGIH TLV: NOT ESTABLISHED
Recommended Limit: NONE SPECIFIED